Potentiation of noise-induced hearing loss by low concentrations of hydrogen cyanide in rats.
Noise-induced hearing loss is the most prevalent occupational injury in the United States despite the adoption of clear permissible exposure limits and protocols for hearing conservation. This study identifies low-level chemical asphyxiant exposure as a risk factor capable of potentiating noise-induced hearing loss. Rats were exposed to 10, 30, and 50 ppm hydrogen cyanide (HCN) alone for 3.5 h (n = 28) or in combination with 2 h octave band noise exposure (100 dB(lin); n = 28). Additional groups received noise exposure alone (n = 16) and no treatment other than placement in an inhalation chamber with clean air and quiet (n = 16). Pure tone compound action potential (CAP) thresholds were determined 4 weeks following the exposure in order to assess pure tone auditory sensitivity and permanent threshold impairment. Cochleae from an additional 13 subjects were processed for light microscopy to permit assessment of hair cell loss. The results demonstrate that the noise exposure alone impaired CAP threshold by about 10 dB, averaged between 12-40 kHz, and produced a 5% loss of outer hair cells at the base of the cochlea, but no inner hair cell loss. The combined exposure to noise and HCN caused a cyanide dose-dependent CAP threshold impairment that exceeds the noise exposure alone. This effect reached statistical significance at a HCN level of 30 ppm. Combined exposure also produced more outer hair cell loss than noise alone. HCN alone did not cause significant hearing loss or hair cell loss. A risk assessment analysis was conducted for the auditory threshold data using benchmark dose software published by the U. S. EPA (BMDS version 1.3). A continuous model showed that the data could be described by a linear function. For a benchmark response corresponding to a 5 dB increase in auditory threshold above the effect of noise alone, the lower bound on the 95% confidence interval for the benchmark dose was 9 ppm. The benchmark dose that impaired auditory threshold 10% above the effect of noise alone had a lower bound of 2 ppm. The lower bound to the HCN dose that produced a 1 SD elevation in noise-induced hearing loss was 16 ppm. These exposure levels provide a range of concentrations below to slightly above the short-term exposure limit for HCN. However, if these levels are adjusted for an 8 h time-weighted average (TWA), the resulting levels are below the permissible exposure level (PEL) for HCN.